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About This Game

Lavapools is a hardcore arcade game where you will dodge death in a rising hell!
No weapons. Only dodging, pure skill and understanding regular patterns.

Story

You play Krusty, a crab whose child have been kidnapped by a terrible octopus.
But as he was looking for him, Krusty fell into the octopus' deadly trap!

Now he needs you to escape from this evil place and rescue his progeniture.

Features

10+ different levels that can be played endlessely

Multiple game modes with different rythms and goals

Leaderboards where you can challenge your friends!

Deadly traps with regular patterns that can kill you in an instant

The more skilled you are, the more difficult the levels will get
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Get in the rythm with a great soundtrack that progresses along with Krusty
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Title: Lavapools
Genre: Action, Indie
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Great little game for those who like a challenge and dont mind dying many times to achieve victory. Fun theme and characters
with good presentation and controls. While the levels are similar and the only mechanic being dodge bats, blades and spinning...
extended... arrow thingys, there is 3 different level types to keep it interesting. The scaling difficutly is very well balanced
ending on a super challenging boss battle.

You have to collect 25 green... things to unlock the portal to the next level. As you collect more, the level gets harder by
spawning more bats, spinning blades, etc. When you die, you start over but half of your collection from the previous level
spawns as a tombstone in a random location on the map. This adds a ton of great risk\/reward strategy to the game.

Very cool game worth the price of addmission. GG!. You will hate bats for the rest of your life if you play this game.

An Analysis of Lavapools

Recommendation for people who like rage games\/games that require skill and have lots of player death: 10\/10
Recommendation for people who aren't into that stuff: 5\/10

Overview: Lavapools is a top-down rage game. You are a crab, trying to get your son back who has been stolen by an octopus
who is designing traps for you.

Lavapools has 3 gamemodes on several levels:
1. Procedural
The most common gamemode. You collect gems from gem spawn points, and as you get more gems the world gets more
hazardous. At 25 gems the door opens to end your progress and save your score, but you can keep collecting gems. When you
die, you drop about half of your gems in one little pile and can pick them back up when you respawn (with 0 gems, of course).
The hazard level\/rank\/music also resets when you die. The levels in this gamemode are the smallest compared to other
gamemodes.
2. Maze
Gems are already spawned in and do not respawn at special spawn points. There are several banks located around the map, and
walking over one stores any gems you may have collected so you don't lose them if you die, and it also becomes your spawn.
The banks are not separate, they all add to one total count displayed on the bank. If you die but have collected gems, the gems
return to their original positions and no gem pile is dropped. 25 gems opens the door, but there are more located around the map
- you may want to try and collect all of them for an extra challenge.
3. Vertical
There are no gems in this gamemode. Instead, the screen scrolls and a lava wall is at the bottom of the screen. You have to keep
up with the moving level, at the same time dodging hazards. There are several paths to take in this level, which will lead you to a
checkpoint mark. If you die, you respawn either at the beginning or at the checkpoint, if you have passed it. After the
checkpoint, there is another stretch until the end of the level.

There is a bug - the octopus talks about finding 25 gems at the beginning of the vertical levels, even though no gems are
involved.

Some of the many hazards you will encounter:
-Lava pools (of course)
-Sawblades moving across fixed paths, and sometimes switching directions
-damn bats moving in fixed directions that you have to observe on your own
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-spinning arms in different arrangements: 180 degrees, 90 degrees, T formation, cross formation, and half-arm (center on end of
arm instead of middle)
-spike-shooters aimed at one or multiple directions along the x and y axes
-lava wall in vertical levels
 Maybe I am missing some hazards, but I got the most common ones

Good luck!. Wow. Dark souls with crabs and lava...Well except it is actually wayyyy harder. Very addictive and challenging.
Music is top notch too.. The best crab murder simulator on the market today.. Silly, Fun, well polished, hardcore game.

GOD DAMN IT SCROLLING LEVEL xD. Oh my, This game is a really great, Now if you dont like hard games, then i do not
advise you play this, cause you will want to rip the creators thorats, im in level 5 and ive gotta say the game looks easy, untill you
start getting to the harder levels, you will absolutly hate bats, saws, Octopuses and much more, This game is a really good 8-Bit
and Nostalgic old fashion game, that you will love, i highly assure that you will have fun with this game, but at the same time
hate it, it is really awesome, Some other things are it has really good music, and a story to follow through the game. The game is
worth what you have to pay, and its really good!

Some things to expect are:
Rage
Heart Attacks
Sezuires
Triggers
Flashbacks
And Suicidal Thoughts

Please do not play this game if you would like to live for a few more years, without chronic depression and constant rage from
not being able to beat this game. Wow. Dark souls with crabs and lava...Well except it is actually wayyyy harder. Very addictive
and challenging. Music is top notch too.
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